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Homeotic supersymmetry
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It is commonly believed that unbroken supersymmetry (SUSY) implies that all members of a
supermultiplet have the same mass. We demonstrate that this is not true, by exhibiting a simple
counterexample. We employ the formalism of homeotic fermions, in a simple model where CPT
conjugate fermions have different masses. This model can be supersymmetrized to a hypermultiplet
of fields which form a representation of the conventional N=2 SUSY algebra. Nevertheless, CPT
conjugate states in this hypermultiplet have different masses. These surprising results do not violate
either the CPT theorem nor the Haag-Lopuszan´ski-Sohnius theorem.
PACS numbers: 11.30.Er,11.30.Pb,12.60.Jv
INTRODUCTION
Supersymmetries are the only possible extensions of
the four dimensional Poincare´ invariance observed ubiq-
uitously in particle interactions [1, 2]. Supersymmetry
(SUSY) plays a fundamental role in string theory, and
there are many strong phenomenological motivations for
believing that supersymmetry is realized in nature, in
spontaneously broken form. On the other hand, no su-
perpartner particles have yet been observed, and sponta-
neously broken supersymmetry makes a prediction for
the cosmological vacuum energy density which is too
large by at least 60 orders of magnitude. Thus it is impor-
tant to push the boundaries of our fundamental under-
standing of supersymmetry, and more especially to look
for novel ways of expressing supersymmetry in physical
systems.
It is widely believed that unbroken supersymmetry im-
plies that all members of a supermultiplet have the same
mass. For example Sohnius’ authoritative review article
states explicitly that “supersymmetry must be broken in
nature where elementary particles do not come in mass-
degenerate multiplets” [3]. This belief is based upon the
strong constraint that any conserved superchargeQmust
commute with the 4-momentum operator Pµ, which in
turn implies the O’Raifeartaigh theorem:
[Q,PµP
µ] = 0 . (1)
In spite of these facts, we demonstrate in this let-
ter that exact supersymmetry does not always imply
mass-degenerate multiplets. We employ the formalism
of homeotic fermions [4], developed previously by us as
a toy model for CPT violation in the neutrino sector
[5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. Our starting point is an extremely sim-
ple model where CPT conjugate fermions have different
masses. This model can be supersymmetrized to a hyper-
multiplet of fields which form a representation of the con-
ventional N=2 SUSY algebra. Nevertheless, CPT conju-
gate states in this hypermultiplet have different masses.
Each fermion state is still mass-degenerate with a boson
state, however the hypermultiplet is not reducible to a
pair of mass-degenerate supermultiplets. These surpris-
ing results do not violate either the CPT theorem [10]
nor the Haag-Lopuszan´ski-Sohnius theorem [1].
HOMEOTIC FERMIONS
Homeotic fermions, like Dirac fermions, are denoted
by 4-component complex spinor fields ψ(x). In the free
homeotic theory the Fourier-transformed fermion fields
obey the equation of motion:
(6p −mǫ(p0))ψ(p) = 0, (2)
which differs from the Dirac equation by the presence of
ǫ(p0), the sign function of delta calculus. Solutions of (2)
are solutions of the Klein-Gordon equation; the homeotic
theory can be regarded as “the other square root” of the
Klein-Gordon equation. The homeotic case is usually
neglected because the equation of motion is nonlocal in
position space:
i6∂ψ(t,x) = − im
π
P
∫
dt′
1
t− t′ ψ(t
′,x) , (3)
where P denotes the principal value integral, which we
will now assume throughout. Despite this nonlocality, it
was demonstrated in [4] that causal interacting homeotic
field theories exist, in the sense of having a well-defined
perturbative S-matrix.
As noted in [4], the combination of a homeotic mass
term with a Dirac mass term violates CPT . Consider
the simple free theory defined by the lagrangian
∫
d3x ψ¯(i6∂−md)ψ+ imh
π
∫
d3xdt′
t− t′
(
ψ¯(t)ψ(t′)− ψ¯(t′)ψ(t)) .
(4)
If we define the CPT operator such that the Dirac mass
term is CPT even, then the homeotic mass term is CPT
odd, and vice-versa. CPT conjugate spinors in this the-
ory have mass-squared eigenvalues (md ±mh)2.
2THE N=2 SUSY ALGEBRA
We would now like to extend this theory of 4-
component complex spinors to a supermultiplet of
fields which furnish a representation of the standard
N=2 SUSY algebra. In the 4-component notation of
Sohnius [3] the relevant parts of the N=2 algebra are:
{Qi, Qj} = 2δijγµPµ + 2iδijZ ,
[Qi, Pµ] = 0 , (5)
where the Qi, i=1, 2, are symplectic Majorana spinor su-
percharges, and Z is the (antihermitian) central charge
operator, which commutes with all of the other gener-
ators of the algebra. The supercharges form a doublet
under the SU(2) R symmetry of N=2 SUSY; the index
i is raised and lowered with the two-dimensional Levi-
Civita tensors ǫij=ǫ
ij . In our derivation we will need a
number of identities for bilinears of symplectic Majorana
spinors:
ζ¯iηi = −(ζ¯iηi)† = η¯iζi = −ζ¯iηi ,
ζ¯iγµηi = −(ζ¯iγµηi)† = η¯iγµζi = −ζ¯iγµηi ,
ζ¯iη
j − η¯iζj = δji ζ¯kηk ,
ζ¯iγ
µηj − η¯iγµζj = δji ζ¯kγµηk . (6)
Let Ai(x) denote a doublet of complex scalar fields,
and ψ(x) a 4-component complex fermion field. We want
these fields to form an N=2 hypermultiplet, i.e., to fur-
nish a representation of the algebra (5). The fundamental
relation between the fields is
[Qi, Aj(x)] = −i
√
2δij ψ(x) . (7)
one additional input is required:
[Z,Ai(x)] = Fi , (8)
where Fi(x) is a doublet of complex bosonic auxiliary
fields; we will specify the precise form of Fi(x) later.
Expressions (7) and (8), together with the algebra (5),
the Jacobi identities, and the identities (6), now imply:
{Qi, ψ} =
√
2iγµ[Pµ, Ai]−
√
2Fi ,
[Z,ψ] = −iγµ[Pµ, ψ] = 6∂ψ ,
[Qi, Fj ] = −i
√
2δij [Z,ψ] ,
[Z, Fi] = −[Pµ, [Pµ, Ai]] = ∂µ∂µAi . (9)
These relations define a set of hypermultiplet fields
Ai(x), ψ(x), and Fi(x) which form a representation
of N=2 SUSY. These relations determine uniquely the
equations of motion for the dynamical fields Ai(x) and
ψ(x), once we specify the auxiliary fields Fi(x). If e.g.
we write
Fi(x) = −imdAi , (10)
then (8) combined with (9) implies that the Ai(x) satisfy
the Klein-Gordon equation, while (7) combined with (9)
implies that ψ(x) obeys the Dirac equation.
SIMPLE EXAMPLE OF HOMEOTIC
SUPERSYMMETRY
We obtain the simplest example of homeotic supersym-
metry by specifying the auxiliary fields as follows:
Fi(x) = −imdAi(x) − mh
π
∫
dt′
t− t′Ai(t
′,x) . (11)
Applying the relations (7-9), we determine the equations
of motion to be:
∂µ∂
µAi + (m
2
d +m
2
h)Ai −
2imdmh
π
∫
dt′
t− t′Ai(t
′,x) = 0,
i6∂ψ −mdψ + im
π
∫
dt′
t− t′ψ(t
′,x) = 0. (12)
The action which reproduces (11), (12) is given by
S =
∫
dt
(
Lkin + Ld + Lh + L
†
h
)
, (13)
where
Lkin =
∫
d3x
[
∂µA
†i∂µAi + F
†iFi + iψ¯6∂ψ
]
,
Ld = −md
∫
d3x
[
iA†iFi − iF †iAi + ψ¯ψ
]
, (14)
Lh =
imh
π
∫
d3xdt′
t− t′
[
iA†i(t)Fi(t
′)− iF †i(t)Ai(t′) + ψ¯(t)ψ(t′)
]
.
It is easy to check that all four pieces of the action
are separately invariant under the standard N=2 SUSY
transformations of the fields:
δAi =
√
2ζ¯iψ ,
δψ = −i
√
2Fi − i
√
2γµζi∂µAi ,
δFi =
√
2ζ¯i6∂ψ . (15)
We can proceed further to construct the conserved su-
percurrent in terms of the component fields. However
the usual Noether procedure does not yield a conserved
current; this is a generic feature of nonlocal field theories,
and was noted in our previous work with regard to the
fermion number current of the homeotic fermion theory.
Let us first review that case, in which we employed a
trick of Pauli’s construct the conserved fermion number
current:
Jµ = ψ¯γµψ
+ δµ0
mh
π
∫ t
dt′
∫
dt′′
t′ − t′′
[
ψ¯(t′)ψ(t′′) + ψ¯(t′′)ψ(t′)
]
.
It is easily seen using the fermion equation of motion (12)
that Jµ(x) is conserved on-shell. Despite its ugly form
in position space, Jµ(x) reduces to the usual number
current in the creation/annihilation Fock basis.
3In a supersymmetric theory the conserved bosonic current Jµ(x) must belong to a supermultiplet of conserved cur-
rents. In particular, we can immediately obtain an expression for the supercurrent jµi, by applying the supersymmetry
transformations (15) to the component fields in (16). The result is:
jµi(x)/
√
2 = γµψF †i + γνγµψ∂νA
†i + δµ0
mh
π
∫ t
dt′
∫
dt′′
t′ − t′′
[
ψ(t′′)F †i(t′) + γνψ(t′′)∂νA
†i(t′) + (t′ ↔ t′′)] . (16)
Using the equations of motion (11), (12), one finds that
jµi(x) is conserved on-shell. It thus represents the super-
current modulo possible “improvement” terms [3].
MASS SPECTRUM
Both the bosonic and fermionic parts of the action (13)
violate CPT . Let us focus first on the bosonic sector.
We can expand the fields Ai(x) in positive and negative
frequency plane wave solutions of the equations of motion
(12):
Ai =
∫
d3p
(2π)3
(
api√
2ω+
e−iω+t+ip·x +
b†
pi√
2ω−
eiω−t−ip·x),
(17)
where
ω± ≡
√
p2 + (md ±mh)2 . (18)
We quantize the theory by assuming that api, bpi satisfy
the commutation relations of creation/annihilation oper-
ators. It follows that the general commutator of Ai(x)
with its conjugate Πj(x) is given by
[Ai(x),Π
j(x′)] =
i
2
δji
∫
d3p
(2π)3
×(e−iω+(t−t′)+ip·(x−x′)+ eiω−(t−t′)−ip·(x−x′)).
Thus the equal-time commutator is canonical, but the
general commutator is not. Using (19) we can now verify
that the supercharge extracted from (16) satisfies (7).
Another novel feature appears when we construct the
bosonic part of the hamiltonian in terms of api, bpi. The
canonical hamiltonian is not diagonalized in the basis
defined by (18); it is instead diagonalized in the basis
defined by
Ai =
∫
d3p
(2π)3
(
api√
2ω+
e−iωt+ip·x +
b†
pi√
2ω−
eiωt−ip·x),
(19)
where
ω =
√
p2 +m2d . (20)
In this basis the bosonic hamiltonian is
Hb =
∫
d3x
[
ω+a
†i
p
api + ω−b
†i
p
bpi
]
, (21)
showing that the CPT conjugate single particle states
have a mass-squared splitting equal to |4mdmh|.
A similar analysis for the fermions diagonalizes the
fermionic part of the hamiltonian in terms of the anti-
commuting Fock operators a˜ps, b˜ps, where s is the spin
label:
Hf =
∫
d3x
[
ω+a˜
†
psa˜ps + ω−b˜
†
psb˜ps
]
. (22)
Again the CPT conjugate states have a mass-squared
splitting equal to |4mdmh|.
COMMENTS
It would be interesting to extend the above construc-
tion to produce an interacting theory. A conventional
N=2 hypermultiplet can interact with an N=2 vector
multiplet, or can have self-interactions describing a non-
linear sigma model [11]. For the homeotic case neither
extension appears entirely straightforward.
The homeotic N=2 hypermultiplet has 8 real on-shell
degrees of freedom. We have just seen that half of these
describe a boson-fermion pair with mass |md+mh|, while
the other half describe a boson-fermion pair with mass
|md −mh|.
Since an ordinaryN=2 hypermultiplet can be split into
twoN=1 chiral multiplets, it is important to ask whether
our homeotic N=2 hypermultiplet is reducible into two
N=1 multiplets. The answer is no. This can be seen by
imposing the Majorana condition on the fermions in (4),
and observing that the homeotic mass term then vanishes
identically. Alternatively, one notes that the usual de-
composition of the hypermultiplet into chiral multiplets
can be written in the Fock basis as
api, bpi, a˜ps, b˜ps → (ap±, bp∓, a˜p±, b˜p∓), ; (23)
obviously in the homeotic case this would mix operators
with different dispersion relations.
The irreducibility of the homeotic N=2 hypermultiplet
is in fact very analogous to the irreducibility of the or-
dinary N=1 chiral multiplet. In this case one finds the
4 on-shell degrees of freedom consist of two CPT con-
jugate pairs; each pair has one boson and one fermion
state, related by supersymmetry. However it is not pos-
sible to reduce the multiplet, due to the non-existence
of Majorana-Weyl spinors in four dimensions [12]. This
4is the analog of the non-existence of homeotic Majorana
spinors in four dimensions.
As a parting remark, let’s inquire how one might at-
tempt to contruct a supermultiplet in which bose-fermi
degeneracy is violated. At the level of the on-shell hamil-
tonian, this does not appear to be particularly difficult.
Let H0(m) be a mass term with mass parameter m for a
free supersymmetric hamiltonian containing two species
of fermions, and construct a new hamiltonian defined by
H1 = H0(m) + (−1)F1+F2H0(m′) , (24)
where F1 and F2 are the fermion number operators for
the two species of fermions. Clearly the single particle
eigenstates of H1 have different masses for bosons and
fermions: the bosons have massm+m′ while the fermions
have mass m−m′. It is easy to see that, acting on single
particle states:
{Q, (−1)F1} = {Q, (−1)F2} = 0 , (25)
from which it follows that, acting on single particle states:
[Q,H0] = 0⇒ [Q,H1] = 0 , (26)
and thus supersymmetry is unbroken. The challenge, of
course, is to realize such a scheme in field theory.
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